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In fusion plasmas, it is important to study plasma
fueling for obtaining the high density and high temperature
plasma and maintaining the steady state plasma conditions.
In these years, pellet injection in the high field side
injection is useful for plasma fueling. However, the pellet
abrasion and transport mechanisms in the guiding tube
between the pellet injector and the target plasma are not
yet clear. Then we study the transport mechanisms in the
guiding tube of the pellet transportation by using the test
bench of the 8-barrel pellet injector in the GAMMA 10,1)
We have developed and constructed the pellet diagnostic
system for pellet velocity and size measurements. Next
step, we will study the pellet abrasion mechanisms in the
guiding tubes from the low speed to high-speed pellet
transports in the NIFS pellet system.
The pellet injector in GAMMA lOis a sub
millimeter pellet injector made by the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. The injector is a pipe-gun type pneumatic
pellet injector with eight barrels. The inner diameters of
the barrels are 0.39, 0.58, 0.79 and 0.99 mm. The pellet
injector is mounted at the central cell midplane through a 6
m length of guiding tube. We have constructed the pellet
diagnostic system for observing a pellet speed, mass and
shape. For pellet speed and pellet shape measurements,
we use the light gate system and shadow graph system.
The pellet mass was measured by the microwave mass
detection system. We tested these systems for pellet
observation. Figure 1 shows the pellet light gate system
in GAMMA 10.
We plan to use this system for pellet transport
analysis in the guiding tube in the NIFS pellet system after
improving the system ability.
Reference
1) Kawamori, E. et al.: J. Plasma Fusion Res. SERIES, 3
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Fig. 1 Pellet light gate system.
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